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HELMETS, INGOTS AND IDOLS: AN 
UPDATE ON THE HALLATON FINDS

Vicki Score

The hilltop shrine and associated special deposits of metalwork and animal bones 
from Hallaton, Leicestershire, dating to around the time of the Roman invasion 
in AD 43, has altered our perception and understanding of the complex social 
dynamics of the peoples of the East Midlands before, during and just after the 
Roman conquest. This paper outlines the results of the analysis and publication 
of some of the key artefacts from the site and discusses some of the theories 
behind their deposition on a Leicestershire hilltop. 

THE HALLATON HELMET

Ten years after it was first discovered, the Hallaton Helmet has returned to 
Leicestershire to go on permanent display in the Market Harborough Museum. 
When the spread of rusted iron was first uncovered in a pit on the first century 
AD shrine by archaeologists from University of Leicester Archaeological Services, 
it was unclear what it was, although a coin hoard in the same pit suggested it was 
significant. It was the presence of a silver ‘ear’ found near the top of the pit that 
gave the first clue to the real nature of the deposit, and further investigation revealed 
the remnants of the helmet and various components deposited in the pit along with 
coins and animal bone. As it was so fragmentary the whole pit was lifted as a single 
block to be excavated in a laboratory, and the helmet has spent the last eight years 
at the British Museum where a team of conservators have spent hundreds of hours 
excavating the pieces and coins from the block, then conserving the fragments and 
finally piecing them all together.

The Hallaton shrine is a large open-air site on the edge of a hill, demarcated by a 
polygonal boundary ditch with an entrance guarded by ritually-bound dogs (Figs 1 
and 2). Offerings probably began in the later first century BC with the deposition of 
a group of gold coins, but the most spectacular events took place in the early to mid-
first century AD when at least 16 hoards of Iron Age gold and silver coins, many 
also containing Roman denarii, and unusual deposits of metalwork were carefully 
placed in specific zones on the site. The latest Roman coin in the hoards was an issue 
of Claudius dating to AD 41/2. In all, over 5,000 Iron Age and Roman coins were 
recovered from the site. The metal finds included parts of Roman cavalry helmets, a 
silver bowl, and silver and copper alloy ingots. The presence of such rich offerings 
and the apparent use of the entranceway to restrict access to the interior might 
suggest use by a few elite individuals. The discovery, however, of a mass of pig 
bone outside the entranceway, and the composition of the individual coin hoards, 
suggests strongly that the site probably drew people from all over the region, at 
specific times, to participate in communal rituals and feasting.

The helmet was discovered in a pit next to the boundary ditch during excavations 
on the ritual site at Hallaton, Leicestershire (Score 2006; 2011, 30; Fig. 2). The 
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helmet bowl had been placed upside down in the pit with a concentration of coins to 
one side. A near complete decorated cheek-piece lay face down over a pig jawbone 
and rib. Over these, in the upper part of the pit, was a further mass of coins and 
bone, capped by folded pieces of silver foil and four more cheek-pieces stacked 
one above the other. The helmet bowl contained a sixth cheek-piece, and the latest 
results from the sorting and cleaning of the fragments, suggests that a seventh cheek-
piece was also present. Of the 1,200 coins recovered with the helmet, most were 
North-Eastern inscribed silver coins associated with the local Corieltavi tribe. These 
appear to be similar in composition and date to the hoards from the entranceway 
which are thought to have been deposited between c.AD 43–50 (Leins 2011, 45). 

The highly decorated first century AD military helmet, with neck and brow-
guard, is made from iron covered with silver foil sheet (with some traces of gilding) 
worked in a repoussé technique and fixed to the iron by crimping it over the edge 
(Hockey and James 2011, 62). Various rivets of iron and copper alloy were also 
found. At least one of the seven cheek-pieces (four right-hand and three left-hand) 
was originally attached to the helmet with a bent hinge pin, suggesting forcible 
removal of at least one of them. The helmet bowl portrays a laurel wreath, while the 
neck-guard has vegetal patterns. One of the most impressive aspects of the helmet 
is the scalloped brow-guard. This has cabling around the edge and is dominated by 
a female bust flanked by two lions which may represent Cybele, the great mother 
goddess, known in Rome as Magna Mater (Simon James pers. comm; Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Location map showing the site marked by a star. 
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Fig. 2. Plan of the excavated area of the shrine with contour lines, showing the locations 
of the main groups of finds.
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The best-preserved cheek-piece shows an armoured, bare-headed rider, his right 
arm outstretched, palm raised. Behind him flies a winged Victory bearing a victor’s 
palm-leaf. Below the horse sits a defeated figure, with hand to head, next to an 
abandoned shield and helmet. The rider is probably an emperor, although a precise 
identifation is uncertain (Fig. 4). There is some debate as to whether the figure 
beneath the horse is female and could represent the defeated province. It has even 
been suggested that this could be an early visual representation of Britannia (Beeson 
2011). The second cheek-piece shows a similar scene of a triumphant rider, again 
with a Victory behind him but this time holding a laurel crown. The other cheek-
pieces are still being reconstructed at the British Museum, but we can see that one 
appears to show a bearded man in profile with a large cornucopia, a Roman helmet 
and an oval shield. 

The deposition of the helmet and additional cheek-pieces along with over 1,000 
coins is almost certainly a ritual offering made at around the same time as the coin 
hoards in the entranceway. The pit containing the helmet components was cut into 
the outer edge of the boundary ditch overlying an earlier pit (Fig. 1). Boundaries can 
provide a mental as well as a physical link to the world of the gods, whilst at the same 
time providing a distinct barrier to that world: the location of the helmets close to 
this section of ditch which contains other offerings reinforces the importance of this 
part of the boundary. The positioning of the helmet pit over an earlier animal bone 
deposit appears to be deliberate and may reflect a desire to link the new offerings 
with the older ones. The intentional placement of selected animal bones in with the 
cheek-pieces may also be an acknowledgement of the importance of these deposits. 

In Iron Age and Roman Gaul, military objects are often found with ritual 
deposits, particularly in watery contexts (Roymans 1996; Wait 1985). Olsen (2011) 
suggests that the tradition of soldiers in the western provinces depositing military 
equipment in watery places derives from their interaction with local customs. The 
burial of such equipment might have been done to prevent others from using it; 

Fig. 3. Front and side view of the helmet showing the female bust on the brow-guard.
Photos © Leicestershire County Council.
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to hoard it for retrieval (as suggested for the Corbridge hoard (Allason-Jones and 
Bishop 1998)); or to accompany burials such as the late Iron Age warrior grave at 
North Bersted, West Sussex, which included an iron knife, shield boss and helmet 
(Taylor 2008; TVAS 2008). A closer parallel to Hallaton might be the helmets 
found in the River Waal in Nijmegan, Holland, one of which was associated with 
additional cheek-pieces (Hockey and James 2011, 65). 

Military gear is also found deposited ritually in dry places. The third-century 
Guisborough helmet had been folded and carefully arranged in a bed of gravel away 
from any Roman site, possibly suggesting a ritual context (Robinson 1975, 102). The 
recently discovered Crosby Garret helmet, thought to have been the prized possession 
of an auxiliary soldier serving in a Roman cavalry regiment on the northern frontier 
in the second century AD, had also been folded before burial (Jackson 2010). 
Seven iron cheek-pieces and body armour fragments buried in a ditch at Hofstad, 
Netherlands and dating to the period AD 40–100, also might provide a possible 

Fig. 4. The best-preserved cheek-piece with detail of the rider (top), the crouched figure 
beneath (middle) and the discarded helmet (bottom). 

Photo © Leicestershire County Council.
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parallel for the Hallaton deposit (Vos 2009, 160–1). Helmet components with 
decorated cheek-pieces have been recovered much closer to Hallaton, at Brough, 
Nottinghamshire (Dudley and Webster 1965, 119, pl. 31) and from Leicester (Clay 
1984). Six helmets from the Kops Plateau, Njimegan, Netherlands (Enckevort and 
Willems 1994) were buried in shallow pits, in what is thought to be a ritual context, 
along with smashed pottery and possibly the remains of food and drink. Their silver 
foil had been removed from two of the facemasks, reminiscent of the small packets 
of silver foil, stripped from helmet parts and deposited with the Hallaton helmets. 
This and the duplication of components might hint at helmet manufacture or repair, 
perhaps by a craftsman attached to the Roman army. Of course, if the helmet had 
been buried after the Roman invasion, then it might represent booty following a 
skirmish or battle which could explain the multiple components. 

Exactly how the helmet components came to be buried on a native British ritual 
site, on a hilltop in rural Leicestershire around the time of the Roman invasion, is an 
interesting question. The presence of the helmet shows that, although this is clearly 
a native site, there are distinct links with the Roman world. This is reinforced by the 
presence of a Roman settlement on the same hill-top very shortly after the decline 
of the shrine, with the main area of the shrine being carefully avoided. Although 
helmets do not seem to be a normal feature of military kit in Iron Age Britain 
(Hockey and James 2011, 65), their depiction on a few British coins (such as on one 
of the later bronze issues Cunobelin) imply that they were known in Britain before 
AD 43 (Haselgrove 2011, 170). Creighton (2006) suggests that Roman troops are 
likely to have been present in Britain for some time before AD 43, and that, like 
the Gauls, Britons might have fought both against and with Roman troops. Young 
men may have joined the Roman army as auxiliary cavalrymen on the Continent, 
and returned home bringing back not only the helmets themselves but perhaps also 
the custom of burying them as an offering to the gods. The excavators of the North 
Bersted helmet suggest that the dead man may have been one of the mercenaries 
who Caesar claims were fighting for the Gauls (Taylor 2008; TVAS 2008).

Alternatively, the helmet components might represent a gift from the Romans to a 
prominent local chieftain in order to secure his goodwill. Such diplomatic gifts were a 
common feature of the Roman conquest of foreign lands. The shrine which overlooks 
the Roman road to Leicester also lies near the junction of two other important routes, 
and could have been a strategic location for the Romans in their move northwards. 
The Roman small town of Medbourne lies 2.5 miles to the south-east and there is a 
Roman marching camp at Weston by Welland, across the Welland valley, 4.5 miles 
to the south. Recent excavations here suggest that Iron Age Britons were occupying 
the hilltop at around the same time as the shrine was in use, with a small group of 
six coins buried in the base of a burnt feature perhaps mirroring the ritual activity 
at Hallaton (Harvey 2011; Jennifer Browning pers. comm.). It should also be 
remembered that Leicester, just 15 miles to the north-west, was a significant Iron Age 
settlement which was chosen to be the civitas capital for the area (Clay 1985; Willis 
2006, 110). Haselgrove (2011, 172) even suggests that the Hallaton helmet/s and 
accompanying denarii could have been gifts to a leader from the Leicester area, who 
facilitated the Roman invasion, and was perhaps even one of the 11 who surrendered 
to Claudius. John Sills has suggested that the Cunobelin coins from Hallaton with the 
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reverse legend DVBN represent the only known coinage of Togodumnus, struck after 
the death of Cunobelin around the time of the Roman landings in AD 43, and uses 
this to suggest the alternative theory that Hallaton might be one of the main assembly 
points for the British armies after the Claudian invasion (John Sills pers. comm.).

We will probably never know the real story behind the helmet’s journey to the 
Hallaton shrine, or what gods were being placated or worshipped by its deposition. Its 
presence, however, on the native site does raise some interesting questions about the 
relationship between the local people and the Romans before, during and after AD 43. 

THE DITCH DEPOSITS

The other main artefacts from the site were found buried in the ditch just south of 
the entranceway (Fig. 2). These include a silver bowl, glass ‘eyes’ that may have 
come from a wooden idol, two silver and bronze ingots, a decorated silver mount, 
and around 100 silver coins which date the deposition to the earlier first century 
AD, and probably before the deposition of the coin hoards in the entranceway and 
the helmet. All of these objects had been carefully positioned in the ditch just south 
of the entranceway and the pit containing the helmet components. 

The silver bowl

The Hallaton silver bowl was studied by silversmiths from the Worshipful Company 
of Goldsmiths in order to determine how it might have been made, and was featured 
in an exhibition at Goldsmiths Hall last summer. 

The beautiful 2,000-year-old Iron Age silver bowl is the earliest known example 
to have been hand-made in Britain and provides new evidence on the traditions of 
the Iron Age silversmith (Brogden 2011). Work undertaken by Julia Farley at the 
University of Leicester on the origin of the silver has determined that the bowl has 
a high silver content (84 per cent), debased mainly with copper with traces of gold, 
lead and tin (Farley 2011). Pure silver is an extremely soft metal, and the addition 
of around 13 per cent copper would have resulted in a harder and more durable 
alloy, whilst maintaining the ductility. Roman silversmiths always debased their 
silver with around 1–5 per cent copper to produce Roman silver plate (Strong 1979, 
4). As such it is unlikely to have been made from the melting of Roman coins as has 
been previously suggested, and it seems likely that the alloy was created by a native 
Britain specifically to make the bowl. Silversmith Alex Brogden studied the bowl 
to see how it was made and has created a replica seeking to reproduce the original 
manufacturing techniques. This is the first time that a silver object of this age made 
in Britain has been found in an archaeological context and it seems as though the 
techniques used then were almost identical to those used now. 

There are two main techniques used in the creation of rounded objects. Raising 
involves hammering a flat disc over a hard rounded object, creating a uniform 
thickness. The uneven profile of the bowl, however, suggests that it was ‘peened’ 
– a simple method where the curved bowl shape is formed by beating a silver disc 
into a depression on a block of wood (Fig. 5). A round hammer was then used on 
the centre to achieve the desired depth and shape, and the edge was hammered 
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Fig. 5. Stages in recreating the silver bowl. Top left: a silver disc is ‘peened’ by 
hammering on a tree trunk. Top right: the bowl is finally planished to smooth out any 

bumps. Bottom: the replica and the original silver bowl (photos © Alex Brogden).
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down to form the lip. Finally the bowl was planished to smooth out the bumps, 
although central marks on both the inside and outside, made by the turning of a pair 
of dividers, and the rather crude finish of the outer surface, might indicate that the 
bowl was unfinished. Surprising the whole process of creating the bowl took just half 
a day and used virtually identical techniques that modern silversmiths use. Iron Age 
metalworking tools found at Fiskerton (Fell 2003, 63) include two hammers that 
would not be out of place in a modern silversmith’s toolkit (A. Brogden pers. comm.).

The cut in the base of the bowl was certainly made in antiquity, but the soil 
around the cut and the state of the edges, as well as the fact that none of the other 
objects appear to have been damaged, suggest this may have been a slip from the 
spade of the person digging the land drain rather than the deliberate act of the 
original depositor. 

The maker was certainly skilled in the use of silversmithing and this was clearly 
not his first attempt at making such an object (A. Brogden pers. comm.). Silver 
working was probably a common practice in Iron Age Britain – the presence of 
silver objects in other hoards and on ritual sites suggests that silver may have been 
used specifically for ritual purposes during this period.

There are no parallels to the Hallaton silver bowl, although a copper alloy bowl 
of similar size thought to be from the Melsonby hoard, North Yorkshire has a 
similar date of the early or mid first-century AD (MacGregor 1976, no. 298). The 
so-called ‘bowl hoard’ from Snettisham, Norfolk is rumoured to have been buried 
in a silver bowl (Stead 1998). Other similar finds include the beaten bronze handled 
bowls or cups with rounded bases from Keshcarrigan, Co. Leitrim, Ireland, first and 
a bowl from the Colchester mirror burial (Jope 2000, 273, pp. 194–5), which was 
raised by hammering from sheet bronze. 

The eyes

The blue and white glass fragments found in the very base of the ditch, along with 
numerous tiny fragments of thin gold foil, have been reconstructed to make two 
blue glass circular objects with the remnants of white glass collars, domed on one 
side and flat on the other, giving an impression of ‘eyes’ (Fig. 6). Analysis of the 

Fig. 6. The reconstructed glass eyes.
© Leicestershire County Council.
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glass suggested that they are likely to be of Roman composition consistent with a 
first century AD date produced with natron, and that the colour was produced by 
adding manganese and cobalt (Meek 2011). A black resinous substance found on 
the backs was identified as birch bark tar (Burger and Dyer 2011). A section of the 
tar retained the impression of the underside of the glass on one side and a grained 
surface (possibly wood) on the other, suggesting that the ‘eyes’ may have originally 
been glued to another, long since disintegrated object. One possibility is that the 
‘eyes’ are from a gilded wooden figure, the organic part of which had broken up 
leaving just the glass and foil fragments. The disintegration of a wooden object may 
also go some way to explaining the darker deposits found at the base of the ditch 
here.

Human heads are a common feature in late Iron Age art, and heads with separate 
eyes have been found in late Iron Age and Roman Europe. A bronze head of a 
woman from Silkstead, Hampshire, had eyes set with round pebbles (Ross 1967, 99; 
Jope 2000, 102, pl. 152, f), and a cross-legged, animal-hoofed bronze figure dredged 
from the river at Bouray, Essonne, France has one remaining circular blue and white 
eye similar to the Hallaton glass, and dates between the first century BC and the first 
century AD (Megaw and Megaw 1989, 170, pl. XVIII). The frontal heads on the 
Marlborough vat (Ross 1967, 70; Jope 2000, 97–8) had holes once inset probably 
with hemispheres of coloured glass. Although glass ‘enamel’ (strictly cut hot glass, 
not true enamel) was used to decorate Iron Age metalwork (Jope 2000, 215), glass 
set in collars is unusual, and these glass ovals and gold foil are perhaps more likely 
to come from a classical Roman object, although an Iron Age date cannot be totally 
discounted.

The Ingots

Two ingots of different shape and composition were recovered from the ditch deposit 
(Fig. 7). The tin bronze ingot is approximately 85 per cent copper alloy and 13 per 

Fig. 7. The bronze semi-circular ingot and silver crucible base. The image on the right 
shows the two coins partly visible on the surface. 

© ULAS.
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cent tin. It was cast in a semi-circular mould and retains what appears to be a small 
casting sprue. Although ingots are known in many shapes, the plano-convex shape 
was most common and continued into the Roman period (Tylecote 1987, 204). 

The triangular silver ingot is known to have been at least partly produced by the 
melting down of Iron Age coinage (two coins are still partly visible on the surface) 
and the metal analysis supports this, with the silver to copper ratio and presence of 
other elements being very close to those obtained for the coins from the site.

In order to turn ingots produced from smelting into objects, the metal had to be 
re-melted, which would be done in a ceramic crucible. Typically, Iron Age crucibles 
in Britain were triangular (Tylecote 1987, 187), and the silver ingot appears to be 
the same size and shape as a large triangular crucible, although why the silver was 
left in the base of the crucible rather than being re-used is not known. Apart from 
the other small ingots and droplets, there is no evidence for metalworking on the 
site. 

The circular mount

The final object in this group is a silver circular mount, with relief decoration of a 
central eight-petalled motif within concentric circles and traces of gilt. While circles 
and spirals are relatively common on Iron Age objects, the pattern here seems more 
Roman and the item does bear similarities to Roman horse–harness mounts. The 
outer edge had been badly broken, but despite this damage the object seems to have 
had sufficient value to warrant holes being added along the new edge so that it 
could continue to be used. Given that the damage was likely to have ruined its visual 
appeal, that significance may well have been a personal attachment to the object; 
possibly it was a family item or had been obtained in a significant way.

LIBATIONS AND OFFERINGS

The original reasons behind the collection and burial of this small group of disparate 
objects remains puzzling. There appears to be no unifying theme in either function 
or material, and in fact although the coins are mainly local Iron Age types, several of 
the objects could be Roman. Whatever significance the objects held individually, it is 
obvious that their deposition as a group in a small section of the boundary ditch was 
important, with each item being carefully positioned and interleaved with scatters of 
coins during the backfilling of this section of the ditch. It has been suggested that the 
deposition of the bowl and other objects may have been part of a purification ritual 
to consecrate the site (Frank Hargraves pers. comm.). The replica shows that the 
bowl sits easily in the hand and was ideally suited to being drunk from. Although 
there is no direct evidence for its function, the bowl could have been used for 
libations during the ceremonies that were enacted at Hallaton and might be related 
to the closing of the ditch where it was buried. The group of objects may have been 
deposited to mark the significance of this area of the newly-closed ditch, and each 
object could represent an offering from a different person or group of people (as 
with the collections of all of the major types of coins in each of the hoards), which 
were then assembled together as a communal deposit. Such site rituals could have 
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been in response to the changes in local society brought about by increasing contact 
with the Roman world on the eve of the Roman invasion of Britain. 

The helmet is now on permanent display in Harborough Museum (open Tuesday 
to Saturday 10.30am–4.30pm), along with the other finds from the site. 
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